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NOA RONEN BIO 

 

Noa brings more than 20 years of experience in Change Management, Human 
Resources, Project Management, Talent Development, and Leadership in the 
profit and not for profit arena.  

Coaching: Since 2001, Noa helps Individuals, teams, and leaders to Dare so 
they could be the leader they care to be without settling on the norms.	
Noa led change management processes with organizations like Generali 
Insurance Group (Israel) and Orange Telecom, Israeli Scouts and Software 
companies. 	
Since her move to the US Noa works with Progressive Executives, Social 
Leaders, non-profit executive directors, leaders at the UN and expatriates. 

Speaking: From keynote speeches to team workshops Noa encourage her 
audience to think differently, to define their own norms so they can lead the 
change they care about and be the leader they want to be.  Noa invites her 
audience to explore a new way of being that engages the doing of leadership 
(actions) with how to be leaders (being), or what Noa calls: Balanced 
Leadership.  
 

Community: During her Board President role with ICF Raleigh Area Chapter 
from 2015-2017 the chapter won 3 awards (out of 150 ICF chapters around the 
world) that send many presidents to learn from her innovative and inclusive 
leadership style. Noa also signed a partnership agreement with two other local 
chapter associations ATD & TODN to create bridges between the organizations, 
chaired and founded the chapter’s two first leadership conferences promoting 
leadership culture in the Triangle region and today she is serves as the past 
president of ICF Raleigh Chapter. 

 
Education: Noa received her MBA from The University of Derby, England.  
She holds PCC certification - Advanced Professional Certified Coach from ICF 
(International Coach Federation), ACN advanced certified coach with Arbinger 
Institute, and Tilt365 certification – personality and 360 Assessment for leaders 
and teams. 
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CLIENTS TESTIMONIALS 

DisruptHR Event Brings TED-like Talks on Talent to Triangle  
“Before Noa Ronen, owner of Noa Ronen Coaching in Raleigh, started her talk at 
DisruptHR last night, she made one thing clear to the audience: “If you’re wondering 
where my accent’s from I’m from Israel—that’s it, we’re done, now you know it so you 
don’t have to think about it,” she said while everyone let out a laugh. 
With her presentation about teaching people to BE leaders instead of teaching people 
how to lead, Ronen fit right in with the creative ideas on full display at the DisruptHR 
event held Wednesday at Durham’s PSI Theatre. Although she and the other 13 
participants had only five minutes to present, and only 15 seconds per slide, Ronen said 
the event was a great opportunity to spread her unique ideas on leadership. “I see myself 
as a disrupter—and that was a great opportunity to share something that’s out-of-the-
box.” she said. This kind of divergent thinking is exactly what one of the event’s 
organizers, Ryan Batchelor, wanted to give a platform to when he founded the Raleigh-
Durham chapter of DisruptHR, a national organization designed to “energize, organize, 
and empower people” in the HR field.” GrapeBeat, Triangle Tech News 

 
Fabtech2018 Atlanta 2018 – The Beauty of Being Lost When You Lead a Change:  
“Fantastic application of knowledge, Good job keeping audience engaged” 
“Brought a new and fresh message to leadership and self-reflection” 
“Was knowledgeable, made you think, loved the DARE model” 

 
"Noa Recently provided the capstone speech to the Leadership Girl Live Summit, where 
she skillfully wove together the content from the weekend, and tied it up with a bow. Her 
speech was interesting, entertaining, and relevant to the rest of the event, and she did a 
great job of getting, and keeping the audience's attention, and helping set intentions 
moving forward. I highly recommend Noa for her speaking and leadership skills and her 
ability to captivate an audience." Haley Gray, Leadership Girl Live Summit founder    

 
"Noa Ronen left a blasting impression as the closing speaker at reCharge Business and 
Lifestyle Conference 2018.  Her talk on The Beauty of Being Lost-from Barriers to 
Breakthroughs, left conference participants charged and challenged to break through the 
barriers in their lives. Noa captivated the room with her authentic and witty demeanor. 
Noa Ronen is a Leadership Coach and speaker with a genuine heart to help others Dare to 
Be. We loved working with Noa and are grateful for the powerful impact she added to 
our conference." Carl Claiborne 


